New Portable
Electric Fencing
Breakthroughs for breakfeeding
NEW HEAVY
DUTY & MULTI
WIRE POSTS
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Gallagher portable fences
are longer lasting, faster
and easier to use than ever
before.
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INCL.

Rechargeable 3 year
battery
warranty
included

Convenient fully integrated portable power. With no mains power required, these all-in-one, plug
and play, portable Energizers give reliable stock control for up to 8ha or 20km of fence line.
Multiple power options - the customer has full control,
with multiple operation modes to suit wildlife animal
exclusion and livestock animal inclusion.

Turn on and forget – Smart electronics
enable continued animal control
independent of weather conditions.

Water resistant case, with built in
lightning protection – designed to
be left outside, rain, hail or shine.
Keeps stock contained in all
weather conditions.

Battery Status Indicator – LED
light shows battery health in an
instant.

NEW

RE
FEATU

Dual solar panel design - improved
solar reliability with split solar panel
design. Separating the solar panel
in two, means that if one is covered
by vegetation, the second panel will
continue to charge battery.

Portable and quick to
install – easily set up in
any location and moved
about as required
allowing it to be used
for strip grazing
and better pasture
management.

Fully integrated, ready to use
- includes fence/earth leadset,
rechargeable 12v battery and
solar panel.

360° mounting on steel posts for correct
orientation towards the sun - allows the
Energizer to be mounted on a steel post that
is already part of the fence line, regardless
of which way the post is facing.
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S100 & S40 Portable
Solar Energizers

S20 & S10 Portable
Solar Energizers

S100 G34610
S40 G34510

S20 G34112
S10 G34110
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Perfect for strip grazing, this robust and highly
portable unit makes a great alternative to
battery-powered systems.

Convenient fully integrated portable power.
The S100 and S40 Solar Energizers come
complete with solar panel, rechargeable
battery, leadset, and mains recharge kit.
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Quick to install - can be setup easily in any
location and moved about as required allowing
it to be used for strip grazing and better
pasture management.

Battery Status Indicator –
shows battery health in an
instant.

NEW

RE
FEATU

Multiple power options - Two
operating modes ensure optimum
battery usage, even in periods of
low sunlight:
½ - Runs at half power with a
constant pulse rate day and night
1 - Runs at full power, but pulses
slower at night when animals are
less active

Water resistant case
with built-in lightning
protection - designed to be
left outside, in all weather
conditions giving the
farmer confidence that it
will keep stock contained.

Turn on and forget - Energizer
will continue to work for up to
3 weeks without sun.

Fully intergrated, ready to use
- includes fence/earth leadset,
rechargeable 6v battery, solar
panel and mains recharge power kit.

NEW

RE
FEATU

Mains recharge capability - Allows
battery to be charged by mains
power if insufficient sunshine
hours are available or for periodic
recharge during storage.
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Mounting Bracket - for
Ring Top Posts & Pigtails.

360o mounting on Steel
posts for correct orientation
toward the sun - allows the
Energizer to be mounted on a
steel post that is already part
of the fence line, regardless of
which way the post is facing.
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Multi Wire & Heavy Duty Ring Top Posts
Multi Wire Ring Top Post - G74813
Heavy Duty Ring Top Post - G74913

Ring Top Post (728mm) - G72303
Ring Top Post (850mm) - G72313

The new standard for portable
electric fencing.
Reduced risk of shorting - Wear resistant,
patented glass filled nylon ring top head
eliminates the risk of shorting

Tough, unbendable
foot plate - Foot
plate can withstand
360kg of pressure

Strong, secure
insulators Glass filled nylon
insulators “snap
on” to post form a
reliable connection
and are easily
replaced

Choose your
wire heights and
spacing - Preformed notches
allow multiple
customised wire
heights
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We’ve beefed up our Ring Top Post to cover all your portable
fencing needs.
•
Heavy duty 7mm diameter steel
•
Tough unbendable footplate
•
Dual foot spikes for superior ground holding
•
Strong & secure insulators

875mm

850mm

850mm
728mm

Now available
in Heavy Duty
& Multi Wire

Reliable ground holding
- 7mm steel foot spike
prevents the post from
rotating once inserted
into the ground

Ideal for hard, stony
ground and heavy
cropping - Heavy duty
7mm diameter steel shaft
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Geared Reel

G61150

Pre-wound options:
Striped Turbo Tape 200m
Striped Turbo Braid 400m
Poly Wire 500m
Poly Tape (12.5) 200m

G61158
G61151
G61155
G61153

PVC Handle Pre-wound options:
Poly Wire 500m G72155
Poly Tape 200m G72153
LARGE GEARED REEL
G63150

Built to last, the Geared Reel is hardwearing
and easy to use, with practical features such
as a transport lock and heavy duty gearbox
for simple fence set up.
Fully galvanised frame and white
high impact hub for durability in tough
New Zealand farming conditions.

Large comfortable hand
grip with knuckle guard
for safer use.

Insulated and Dual
Purpose Handles
G73732
G73832 (Dual Purpose)

Secure insulated connection hook ensures
handles will not bounce off the fence wire.
Streamlined design Easy retrieval through
pasture when winding in.

Secure insulated hook “Ring Top” design
connection hook.
Long crank arm for
better leverage.

Tough insulated
plastic - Made
with durable UV
resistant material.
Impact resistant reel
guide for tangle free
operation.
Shatter proof
reel lock.
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UV resistant 1 year
warranty

Dual Purpose Handle - with extra
secure connection points (shown below
right), enables farmers to liven the fence
from either the reel or handle end.

Larger moulded hand grip - Finger
grips indicate where to place hands
to avoid getting a shock.

Attaches to polywire/polytape/braid via a simple loop - By
tying a loop in the wire, tape or braid it can be attached easily
to the eye in the handle.
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TEL 0800 731 500
FAX +64 7 838 9801
EMAIL cs@am.gallagher.com
www.gallagher.com
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